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Stock#: 96457
Map Maker: Zakrzewski

Date: 1831
Place: Warsaw
Color: Color
Condition: Good
Size: 21.5 x 23.5 inches

Price: $ 1,200.00

Description:

An Important Map for the November Uprising.

This map of Poland from the period of the November Uprising, by Aleksander Zakrzewski, and
lithographed in Warsaw in 1831 by Instytucie Litografenym Szkolnym, delineates the Kingdom of Poland
within its historical borders with a specific focus on the territorial shifts of 1830. This map effectively
charts the subdivisions of Poland in the early 19th century, notably demarcating the regions under
Russian, Prussian, and Austrian administration. The map also covers parts of the Baltic and broader
Eastern Europe. This was presumably to contrast Poland's historical extent with its much reduced and
divided status in 1831.

The 1830s marked a period of considerable change for Poland, most significantly evidenced by the
November Uprising of 1830–1831 against Russian rule. Zakrzewski's map captures the geopolitical
realities of the time by illustrating the distinctive boundaries, cities, fortresses, and trade routes of Poland.
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The key provides clarity on the map's symbols and colors. It identifies capital cities of the Kingdom and its
provinces, along with other significant urban areas, lakes, fortresses, and trade routes. The various
demarcations, illustrating areas under Russian, Prussian, or Austrian control, offer a measured reflection
on the political landscape of Poland during this period.

In essence, Zakrzewski's work serves as both a geographical document and a subtle reflection of Poland's
evolving political landscape during the early 19th century/

The November Uprising

The November Uprising, which took place between 1830 and 1831, was an armed rebellion in the
heartland of partitioned Poland against the Russian Empire. It began on the night of 29 November 1830 in
Warsaw when a group of young Polish officers from the local army academy, aggrieved by the increasing
curtailing of the Polish autonomy within the Russian-controlled Congress Poland, staged a surprise attack
against the Russian garrison in the city. Despite initial successes and broad support from the Polish
populace, the uprising faced a numerically superior and better-equipped Russian army. The rebellion led
to a series of battles that spread across the Polish territories, culminating in the capture of Warsaw by
Russian forces in September 1831. In the aftermath, the Russian Empire tightened its grip on Poland,
leading to increased Russification and the suppression of Polish culture and autonomy. The uprising, while
unsuccessful in regaining independence, became a symbol of Polish resistance and a source of national
pride.

Detailed Condition:
Original hand-color. Mounted on linen with a clean horizontal split through the paper (not the linen).
Effaced ink stamps on verso. Some toning, foxing, and soiling. Canceled ink shelfmark next to the title.
Good to VG.


